
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Panic in San Franciscat ! 

 San Franciscat has been seized by fear. Food factories are the target of repeated robberies. But 

don’t worry; Supercat is determined to bring the thieves to justice. 

Goal 
 

If you are Kitthief, you have to steal 5 foods of the same type to win. If you are Supercat, you must 

stop Kitthief by knocking him out. 

 

Material 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SETTING UP 

A player chooses to play Supercat. He takes: 

the Supercat card and places it in front of him, 

the hit token. 

 

 

The other player chooses one kitthief. 

He takes the corresponding kitthief card, 

the food card, 

the choice token, 

the corresponding food tokens. 

 

GAME TURN 

 

 

The kitthief secretly chooses a food on the 

food card by placing his token on it. Supercat 

has to guess which food is selected. 

 

If Supercat makes a mistake, the kitthief will 

raise the token corresponding to the food on 

the card. 

 

If Supercat finds it, he will roll the dice. If the 

dice number is on the kitthief card, he will 

place or move forward the hit token on it. If 

not, the kitthief will have nothing. 

 

Superpowers 

When Supercat misses his roll, he gets angry. 

The player turns his Supercat card a quarter 

clockwise. When he has done this 3 times and 

he misses again, he flips his card and reveals 3 

superpowers. 

Supercat can use one of them whenever he 

wants. Once the superpower has been used, 

the player flips his card again and puts it back 

to its original position. 

 

Super strength: if Supercat rolls the 

dice successfully, he will hit twice. 

 

Super speed: Supercat can roll the dice 

twice in a row. 

 

Telepathy: Supercat adds an extra dice 

face for one roll that can hit the 

kitthief. 

 

 

 

 

Sneak peak 

Hugo plays Supercat. Julie has chosen 

Ninchat. 

 

Julie chooses «fish» with her choice 

token on the food card. She asks Hugo «fish or 

chicken? ». Hugo answers «chicken». Julie 

shows her choice. Hugo got it wrong, she 

raises her fish token (blue) one time on her 

card. 

 

Julie chooses again. She still puts her 

token on "fish" and asks the question again. 

This time Hugo answers "fish". Julie shows her 

choice and as Hugo is right, he takes the dice. 

To be able to hit Julie, he has to roll 2 or 4. He 

rolls a 4 and puts the token on the first space 

on Julie's card. 

 

In the next round, Hugo finds Julie's 

food again. He rolls the dice but rolls a 3. 

Hugo misses; he turns his Supercat card a 

quarter. Later in the game, Hugo fails to make 

a move for the 4th time. He then turns over 

his Supercat card. From this point on, when he 

wants to, he can use one of the superpowers… 

 

Hugo used the super speed of 

Supercat. He then flips his Supercat card over 

and returns it to its starting position. 

 

Finally, after 5 minutes, Hugo ended 

up  giving Julie a third shot, the Ninchat is 

knocked out. Hugo wins the game. San 

Franciscat can rest peacefully.



KITTHIEVES 

They scavenge San Franciscat for food to steal. They are Supercat's worst enemies. They are the 

kitthieves. Each one of them has favorite foods and weaknesses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ninchat: he discovered a taste for flying very early. Native of Japantown in San 

Franciscat, he is a great lover of chicken and fish. 

 

Al Chapone: he’s the godfather in the local Mafia. Several times locked up in Al 

Chatraz by Supercat, he always got out. He is interested in all kinds of food. 

 

Kitwoman: she grew up in uptown Presidio. She is a great food lover, but she is pork 

intolerant. 

 

Charsène Lapin: he arrived a few years ago in San Franciscat. Since then, he has been 

scouring the Union Square district. Charsène has a special capacity. If he succeeds in 

his robbery, he will roll the dice. If the result is even, he will steal an extra food. 

 

Kitty boy & kitty girl 

 

You can decide to add one of the two Supercat sidekicks to your game. They offer an extra option 

to Supercat when he is able to use his superpowers.  

 

Kitty Boy: Supercat sends Kitty Boy to secure a food factory. 

Supercat names a food and rolls the dice. The kitthief must place the grey token on 

the food and leave it on for the number of turns determined by the dice. He will not 

be able to choose it during this time. 

Caution!  you cannot play Kitty Boy against Ninchat. 

 

Kitty Girl: Supercat sends Kitty Girl on a sneaky mission. 

Supercat rolls the dice. If the result is odd, he can lower a food from the kitthief 

down by one square. If the result is even, he can lower one or more foodstuffs by 

two squares. 

 

End of the game  

If the kitthief gets 5 foods of the same kind, he wins the game. 

If Supercat knocks out the kitthief with the required number of hits, he wins the game. 

Weaknesses 

Hits 

Stolen 

food 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 If chat pardeurs exists, it’s because of you.  

You are now an honorary citizen of San Franciscat!  

Fabrice, Hervé Catan, Mister PNP, Lacouenne, Bertrand Zagula, Wurrzounet, Chloé Garsault, Creed, 

Guillaume La Rocca, Philippe Argoud, Pelletier, Larry Golade, Fabrice Rakotoarison, Martial Meyer, 

Christophe Arabia, Sylvain, Fanny Pierrard, Nhafra, Kakiman, Gauthier Thouvenin, Nico Richard, 

Zouropa2000, Cyril, Célouch, Daniel Loftus, Cejac, Gaëlle Bayle, Djoachim, Steph Chomienne, Aymeric 

Charrier, *Ori*, Yoann Jovet, Jonathan Pmm, Fco. Javier Salazar Rey, Elis Hellström, JGCreations, Mark Frerix, 

Tristan Allain, Castagné, Sophie Arquillière, Pierre-Jean, Leonard Casimir, Emma Spence, Jé Favier, Jonathan 

Goodwins, Camille Ronzon, Biard, Mathier Raphael, YannBZ Audrey Pauget-Bernard, Eleanor Proctor, Yeast 

Games, Gwen Pouly, Gozard, Caetano, Nathalie Bouton, Ouisti, Ceden, Olivier Cochet, Gyom, Alex, Isaac, 

Famille Miguet, Famille Montmartin Rey, Noémie Quillet, Simon Besset-Haelewyck, Gloomie, ML Martin, 

Nelly Kabache, Steph Olivo-Amate, Laurent Garnier, Dugas, Jonathan Rousseau, Thibaut Heynard, Lucie 

Maillet, Fred Daguené, Marello, Brett Hymas, Céline Ninine Pbzx, Thomas Recullé, Isabelle Maitre, Pierre 

Loisier, Blanche, beltmaha,Max Girot, Joulie, Pauline Carret, MartinBuchberger, Ted, Oscar Mora, Frédéric 

Marthus, Geoffrey Boyer, Quentin Christensen, Marjorie Grosset-Magagne, Catherine Jolivet, Caro Moret, 

Raphaël Morin, Choubacks, AL Pezet, Simsen, Kai-Peter Adolph, Wehrli, CT7, Daniel Vogeler 
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